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Our Aims
We at SpectaculArts want to change the narrative for diverse groups in Bedford by inspiring positive
communication, attitudes, and images through murals, educational packages and events. Through a
coordinated effort with other businesses and organisations, we want to cut through red tape and
bureaucracy to allow space for real change.

What We Can Offer
Volunteers
for Events

Venues
& Public Spaces*

Fundraising
Support

Administration
Support

Finance & Funding
Application Support

Educational Resources
& Packages

Promotional
Support

Contacts & Connections with
Businesses & Organisations
*Subject to agreement

Social Media Platforms
E : @bedsSpectaculArts
D : @SpectaculArts1
Q : @SpectaculArts1
www.spectacularts.co.uk

Contact Details
Email: operations@spectacularts.co.uk
Phone: 01234 861 656
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12 Month Plan
Considering the recent issues that have arisen from the George Floyd tragedy we have moved our
focus for the next 12 months to raising awareness and facilitating support and resource provision for
the black community, in three phases.

Phase 1

LOCKDOWN

Phase 2

LOCKDOWN
LIFTED

Phase 3

NO
LOCKDOWN

•
•

Pull together partners, business & organisations.
Collate these resources.

•
•
•
•

More collective meetings.
Focus on fundraising efforts.
Focus on the efficient operation of the organisation.
Gathering of committee members for the consideration
of grant/funding applications.
• Implementation of positive images in community spaces.
• Work with the Council on a celebration of the diverse
organisations and businesses.
• Provide a stage for them to show the different communities
in Bedford coming together.
• More projects will start to take effect.
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Current Supporters
Dave Hogdson MAYOR OF BEDFORD
Who can provide support with public spaces.

Bedford Creative Arts
Who can provide educational and funding support to create an education package that can be shared
out in schools, colleges, organisations and businesses.

Museumand.org
Who can provide educational support to create an education package that can be shared out in schools.

Power In Discussion
Providing a platform for discussion & support for mental health issues.

StudioMix
Who will provide promotional materials through graphic design.

Philharmonic Orchestra
Harpur Trust
Mak Studio
IAMNOWCREATIVE
CopyBox
Who can provide printing facilities.

Mayfair Insurance
To support our insurance costs.

Dancers Network
To collaborate on projects.

Autotronics
Who can support promotional activity.

LPH Concerts
Events management.

1 Degree East
Project support.

Metal Culture
Project support.
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After 12 Months
• If, after 12 months of focusing on the relevant issues, if we’re still needed, we will continue
to offer support to organisations.
• If individual organisations are able to stand on their own, we will then move our efforts away from
Black history to changing the national school curriculum for the history of all diverse ethnic minority
communities in Bedford.
• We will also focus on our international campaign to introduce a day bringing awareness to slavery.
• New project streams may then take effect.
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Our Long-term Plan
National Curriculum Change
• To support and provide resources that will help educate children and young adults on
Black History and on other diverse cultures, through a truthful and honest lens and with
a positive narrative.

Long-term National & International Campaign
• To introduce a day that recognises and acknowledges all slavery.
There is support in Rovigo, Italy and New York, who can push this internationally.

WeAsk: Talks & Interviews on InstagramLive
• Ensuring we are discussing and bringing to the forefront issues surrounding equality,
class and culture for all communities and cultures.
We have teams focused on the education changes and campaigns we want to push, while we’re also
focused on setting up a successful template locally in Bedford. We then want to take this template to
other towns and boroughs to create wider changes across the UK.
We are also in the process of setting up a central hub for our organisation, and sourcing premises via
the Mayor that community groups can use for at least 12 months. We want our organisation and our
support to be accessible as possible.

